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Abstract 

In ep icolliding beam measurements, approximate equality 
(;f electron and q~~arl; energies is desirable for good detec- 
tion +Ifcicnc>, In the TeV c’\I energy regime, synchrotron 
ra[liat ion makes this requirPment very expensive to meet 
ltsius n storage ring for the electrons. Here we review a 
~cll~me.[lj that nmeliorntes this problem by using a su- 
pPrconducting linnc for k:lectron acceleration. Parameter 
]iits <horn that. such an approach may be practical for the 
iii?xt :?;enerntion i:p collider beyond HERA. An example of 
:I ::i:IO C,ta\’ electron beam collicdillg wit,11 the HERA p ring 
is slto\vn in some detali. Examples up to fi = 12 TeV are 
given 

1 13iTRODUCTION 

.-icccss to ep physics with ep colliders beyond HERA Cl1 
f’ttc~r;t~s Jvill require incrensr 3f the beatn energy product. 
;I> \v~il ns maintenance of a mainimum ratio of e to p en- 
<‘I“;> to maintain reasonable production angles. Its inher- 
t’nt ?redotn frotti syncltrotron radiat,ion and its geometric 
llesil~i1it.y suggest an electron linac on proton storage ring 
~:oniigurntion for future. hi$er rlnersy, cp colliders. The 
!ittxinosity npetled for useful physics together with the ac- 
~~c~lerntor physics and technology limits to stored proton 
beam densities and interaction region opt,ics work together 
to ~letnancl linac parameters that can be met only with rf 
sltr”‘rco”‘luctivity technology. A schematic layout of such 
a fncility is shown in Figure 1 in which head-on collision of 
;M ‘ill:ctron and proton beam are arranged. 

2 LUMIXOSITY 

AS shown below, the achievable luminosity is constrained 
hy the electron beam power. the intrabeam scattering lim- 
itcd emittance of the proton beam and the practical limits 
to focusing strength at the IP. 

Assuming round beams and equal transverse beam sizes 
for I’ and p at t,lie crossing point t,lt(~tl 

L= 
-ye -\ fb Yp 

1x$3* 

where c,, is the normalized proton beam emittance or mean 
square beani size divided hy betatron parameter, N,, X, 
the numbers of electrons and protons per bunch and fb 
their collision freqttency. SF is the proton Lorentz factor. 
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Figure 1: Layout of Linac on Ring e-p Collider 

Once the e-beam energy is c,ttosen, then the total electron 
beam current re = .Vc e fb is, limited by the allowed 
electron beam power or I, = Pe/E, and from (l), L is 
independent of N, and fb as long as their product is con- 
stant. Numerically 

L= 1.66 x 1031~-1cm-2Np/101t P,/lO’watt 

.0.3TeV/E, ~~/1000. lo-‘m/tp x lOcm/P* (2) 

Table 1 displays some possible examples for future interest. 
Table 1 

CT%) (l;‘) (Tet’) (1032c~-2s-1) 
1.0 0.l0 0.632 1.1 

0.20 0.894 0.56 
0.30 1.200 0.36 

8.0 0.30 3.0% 3.0 
0.30 -1.000 1.7.5 
1.00 5.657 0.88 

20.0 1.00 a.944 2.25 
2.00 12.648 1.13 

Luminosities for various proton and electron en- 
ergies. X11 have .VP = 3 x lo”, P, = GOMW, 
cp = 0.8 x 10-“m, 3’ = 10cm. 
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3 EXAMPLE USING HERA p 
RING 

3.1 Proton Emittance 

From (1) it, is evident that a small proton emittance is de- 
sirable. For the 1 TeV proton beam of our example, the 
intra beam scatkring dilution time of cp = 0.8 x 10-‘m is 
5 hours. In future, this effective luminosity lifetime may 
be extended by use of bunched beam stochastic cooling.[2] 
At higlir,r proton energies an even smaller emitt,a.nce can, 
in principle, bc used. Acliievenient~ of bunch intensit,ies 
in excess of 10” is regularly achieved in high energy pro- 
ton collitlcrs.[3] Achievement, of t.hc low emittances desired 
may require use of electron cooling in the lower energy 
st,ng(‘s.~l]Act,ivc, feedback t 0 amp injection oscillations will d 
also be needed in the higher energy stages. 

3.2 Interaction Region Layout 

Small ,@* are essential for high L. ,B* is limited by chro- 
maticit,y of the proton ring, and by proton bunch length. 
As chromaticit; grows linearly with final focus quadrupole 
distance from the IP it is necessary to focus e and p simul- 
tancously, thereby minimizing quadrupole distances. At 
1 TeV prot’on energy the bunch length should be 10 cm 
or longer for adequate intrabeam scatt&ng life time. In 
atldit.ion. avoidance of synchro-bel,atron excitation of the 
protons by the elect,rons requires a head on collision and 
hence the use of a beam separation technique. The large 
energy rat,io of the beams makes soft magnetic separat,ion a 
natural choice. Figure 2 shows a component layout and re- 
sult,ing envelope functions that meet the requirements.The 
f’ bram is focused by a SC quadrupole triplet and two dou- 
blets which give 10 cm p* and also low ,/j’ at 25 and 50 m 
from the IP. At these latter positions strong quadrupoles 
for the protons are placed which, because of the low elec- 
tron betas t,here, have minimal influence on the electrons 
while cffect’ing a ,!3* of 10 cm for t,he prot,ons. A 100 me- 
t,er long separator magnet acts to merge and separate the 
beams. This soft, defocusing quadrupole is aligned along 
t,he e orbit, while the p pass off cent,er and receive a de- 
flection. A small preseparation prevents the first parasitic 
crossing at, 2.5 m. The separation at the IP is minimized 
by st,rong electron focusing t,here. The average synchrotron 
power emitted by the e beam due t,o separation is 18OW, 
half of which passes straight out of the IR t,hrough a 30 
inin radius beam tube. Quadrupole gradients are 150 T 
Al-l. The esit,ing electron beam is focused by the beam- 
I~c;tm interaction at the IP as well a.s the out, going lenses. 
Inclusion of the beam-bcarn interact,ion in the linear optics 
shows that the c beam is st,ill well behaved on i1.s way out,. 
Full separation is achieved at 50 in from t,lie IP. 

3.3 Bunch Spacing and Linac Duty Factor 

The bunch spacing is constrained by t.hc, allowed proton 
I)eam-beam tune spread and linac duty factor as long as 
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Figure 2: Component Layout and Envelope Functions - 1 
TeV p, 0.3 TeV e. 

the beam separation scheme employed permits no para- 
sit,ic crossings. When the spacing is reduced to twice the 
separation length it probably cannot be reduced farther 
without decreasing the per bunch, allowed proton bram- 
beam parameter AQp. 

AQp = rpNe 
27rtp( 1 + K) 

where rp is the proton classical radius and K is the beam 
aspect ratio at the crossing point which we have taken as 1. 
Introducing this relation into the electron beam power and 
current relation, including the linac duty factor, d, we can 
find the needed bunch spacing, expressed in time units, as 

t, = 118n.5. 
Ee AQp cp 

d is to be selected as the result of an economic optimization 
balancing refrigerator operating and capital cost against. 
the need for stronger higher mode damping as t,hr bunches 
are closer together. About 1% appears reasonable.[2] 
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3.4 The Electron Linac 

The requirement. for high current subdivided into many 
bunches spaced relatively far apart with high duty factor 
in addit,ion can be met only with a superconducting linac. 
The emit.tance and current requirements can be met with 
exist,ing injectors.[5] High current polarized electron guns 
are also in development for the SLC and should be avail- 
able in t,ime for this application. Mass produced, mult,icell 
accelerating structures now being produced achieve 9 McV 
per meter or more with standard chemical processing. Re- 
cent improvements in processing by vacuum heating have 
doubled this figure.[6] It is not unreasonable to expect that 
(at the present rate of improvement) 25 MeV/m will be 
available[7] at Q ‘s of 5 x 10’ though improved niobium pu- 
rit,y and processing techniques. The choice of rf frequency 
is somewhat arbitrary at this st,age. We have chosen 1.5 
GHz for our example as a compromize between the beam 
.stabilit,y, number of rf feeds and IIOM couplers per unit 
Irngth and low BCS wall losses all of which favor low fre- 
quencies, and fabricat,ion lost, small surface area, short fill- 
illg t.imes and low stored energy which favor high frequency. 
Table 2 displays the principal paramet,ers of such a linac. 

Table 2-Electron Beam Parameters 
Electron Energy E, = 300 GeV 
Number of Electrons per bunch N, = 2 X IO1O 
Bunch length uL=lmm 

[nvariant emmitance t, = 2.2 x lop4 m 

Beta function at IP pxlv = 0.2 m 
Electron tune shift, Au = 0.3 
Disruplion D = 0.02 
Bunch spacing the = tbp = 156 ns 

RF frequency f = 1500 MHz 

Accelerat,ing gradient g = 25 MV/m 

R/Q R/Q = lo3 Ohm/m 
Unloaded qualit,?; factor Q. = 5 x 10” 
Loaded quality fact,or QL = 1.25 x lo6 
Pulse lengt#h 7=lrrLs 

Duty cycle d = lo-’ 
Repetition rate prr = 10 II2 
Beam Power 9 = 60 hfwr 
Peak RF power Prf =6GW 
Peak klystron power edys = 4 bl\V 

St,atic heat, leak P, = 17.2 kW 

Resistive wall loss P, = 15 kW 

Higher order mode 10s PHonr = 17 kW 

Operating temperature T = 21< 
Refrigerat,ion efficiency 7 = 1000 W/W 

4 Conclusion 

As the era of e-p colliders begins we need to begin a search 
for practical schemes for increasing the available centei of 
mass energies. The use of an SC linac on SC proton ring 
approach may offer a practical possibilit#y while maintain- 
ing a favorable electron to proton beam energy rat,io. 
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